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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper “Linear Programming in Complex Space” Levinson [I] has 
formulated a dual pair of linear programming problems in complex space and 
proved some of the well known duality theorems. Hanson and Mond [2] have 
considered Quadratic Programming in complex space and an important 
duality theorem for Quadratic Programming has been generalized. In this 
note we propose to extend to complex space a pair of nonlinear Programming 
Problems. Duality theorems for this pair have been established. 
2. DUAL NONLINEAR PAIR IN COMPLEX SPACE 
Consider the following Problem: 
Problem I. Maximize 
subject to 
where 
f(x) = Re(p*z - (z* 0,~)~‘~) 
/ arg(b - AZ) 1 < OL 
I arg 2 I < B 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(i) D is positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix of order n. 
(ii) A is an m X n complex matrix. 
(iii) z and p are complex n-vectors and b is an m-vector. 
(iv) 01 and ,8 are real m x 1 and n x I vectors respectively such that 
O<L&“; 
2 OW+ 
i = l,..., m;j=l ,...) f-2. 
* The authors are grateful to the referee for valuable suggestions. 
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This may also be expressed as 
where rr/2 is a vector now of appropriate dimension. 
A dual to Problem I is the following: 
Problem II. Minimize 
subject to 
g(w) = Re b*w 
Iarg(A*w--P+Do)\+-/I (2.3) 
v*Dv<l (2.4) 
1 arg 20 ( < 5 - 01 (2.5) 
where v is an n-dimensional complex vector, w is an m-dimensional complex 
vector and (*) over a letter is used to denote the conjugate transpose. The 
symbols A, D, p, b, (Y, and p are the same as defined for Problem I. Problem I 
shall be called primal and the Problem II its dual. 
We notice that if all the symbols in Problem I and II have only real entries 
so that 01~ = 0, & = a/2 for each i, i then the above Problems reduce to 
nonlinear Programming Problems in real space [3]. 
For proof of the duality theorems we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. If x1 , z2 be any two complex vectors such that 
then 
I arg(~, + x2) I < a. 
PROOF. We omit the proof for which reference may be made to [ 1, 21. 
LEMMA 2.2. If x, w are any complex vectors of the same dimension and C 
a Hermitian positive semi-definite matrix of the appropriate order, then 
Re(z*Cw) < (x*CZ)~‘~ (w*Cw)l12. 
PROOF. The proof is given in [4]. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let II be a positive semi-dejkite Hermitian matrix, then 
[(z. + z)* D(z, + z)]‘~” < (z* LIZ)“” f (zo” ozp. 
PROOF. 
(z. + z)" D(zo + z) = zg* D(z, + z) + z* D(z, + z). 
Applying Lemma 2.2 to each member on the right hand side we obtain 
(z, + z>* D(Z” + z) < (z()* DzJ”2 [(z. + z>* qz, + z)]“” 
+ (z* Dzy2 [(z. + z)* D(z, + z)]“” 
from which the result stated in the Lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. If z,, is an optimal solution of the primal Problem and 
f (zO) = M, then f (z) < tMfor any (z, t) satisfying 
/ arg(bt - AZ) / < 0~. (2.6) 
I arg z I G P (2.7) 
arg t = 0. (2.8) 
PROOF. Case 1. t > 0 implies that z/t is feasible for primal Problem. 
Therefore the solution z/t is related to the maximizing solution as of the 
primal Problem by the inequality 
f ($) = f f (4 G fk,) = M. 
This completes the proof for this case. 
Case 2. Let f (x,,) = M, t = 0. Assume f(z) > tM = 0, for some z 
satisfying 
/ arg( - -42) ) ,< CY (2.9) 
and 
I arg z I < 8. (2. IO) 
Then .a,, + z is feasible for the primal and 
f (z, + 4 = Rep*@, + 4 - PO + x)* &, + Wz 
3 Rep*z, + Rep*z - (z,,* Dz,)~/~ - (z* 0,~)~‘~ 
on using Lemma 2.3. We further obtain 
f&o + 4 2f(4 +f(d > M 
contradicting the assumption that x0 is optimal. 
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THEOREM 2.1. The system 
has a solution, if and only if, 
and 
\argA*wI <G-/3, (argw( <%-a 
has none. 
Re(b*w) < 0 
PROOF. Consider the following pair of dual problems: 
Minimize 
OX 
subject to 
and Maximize 
subject to 
/ arg(b - AZ) I < OT 
I arg 2 I G B 
Re( - b*w) 
I arg(A*w) I < t - S 
( arg w ( < f - (Y. 
An application of Theorem 2.2 [l] yields at once the result stated in the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. If the dual Problem II is feasible and g(w) is bounded below, 
then the primal problem is feasible. 
PROOF. Let (ws , q,) be feasible for the dual. Assume that the primal is 
infeasible. By Theorem 2.1, there exists a vector w satisfying 
)argA*wI <%--/3 
IargwI<R-- 
2 
and 
Re(b*w) < 0. 
Thus for any f 2 0, (w” + tw, z.J is feasible for the dual and 
lhg(w, + tw) = -- 02 
since Ke(b*w) < 0. This contradicts the assumption that g(u) is bounded. 
3. DUALITY THEOREMS 
In this section the following two theorems exhibiting the relationship 
between Problems I and II shall be proved. 
THEOREM 3.1. If there exists a maximizing solution zO of Problem I, then 
a solution (wO , v,,) of the dual exists and their respective extreme values are 
equal. 
PROOF. The hypothesis of the theorem together with Lemma 2.4 guaran- 
tees that 
Re(E* Dd + pl*t) 3 0 (3.1) 
for all (8 + 1) x 1 complex vectors 5 satisfying 
I arg AS I < Y 
where 
(3.2) 
are matrices of order (m + n $- 1) x (n + 1) and (n + 1) x (n + 1) 
respectively. 
p, = C-P, MK f = (2, t)T 
are (n $ 1) x 1 complex vectors, and y = (01, 6, O)T is a real vector of order 
(m+n+ I) X I. 
Theorem 1 [4] ensures that there exists a (m + n + 1) x 1 vector 
E = (w, u, r>’ 
satisfying 
(3.3) 
and a (n + I)-vector r] such that 
rl* 4~ < 1 
and 
A,*[ = P, + 4~. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Thus we obtain 
-A*w+Iu=--p+Dv (3.6) 
where 
b*w + r = M (3.7) 
v*Dv<l, (3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(argrl<$. (3.11) 
We further obtain from (3.6) and (3.10) the relation 
I arg(A*w, -P + DQ) I d 5 - 8. (3.12) 
Hence we conclude from (3.8), (3.9) and (3.12) that a feasible solution v = v,, , 
w = w0 for the dual problem exists such that 
larg(~*wo-p+Dvo)I <%-B (3.13) 
vo* Dv, < 1 (3.14) 
and 
) arg w, j < R - ~1. 
2 
(3.15) 
From (3.7) and (3.11) follows the inequality 
Re(b*w,,) < M. (3.16) 
To demonstrate the equality of the extreme values of the objective function 
we shall prove the reverse of the inequality in (3.16). 
From (2.2) and (3.13), we have 
/ arg(A*w, - p + Dz&) zocj) I < I arg(A*wo - P i- DVO)M I -t I a% ZOO) 1 
<$ j = l,..., n, 
where bar is used to denote the complex conjugate. Hence 
Re[(A*w, -p + Duo)* zo] 3 0 
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Re(v,* Dz, + w,*Az, - p*zJ 2 0. (3.17) 
Application of Lemmas (2.2) and (3.14) in (3.17) yields 
Re(w,*Ax,,) > M. (3.18) 
But the following inequality which follows from (2.1) and (3.15) 
I arfdb - A~~ki) wow I < I a&b - AZohi) I + I arg wo(d I
<5 i = l,..., m 
shows that 
Re[w,*(b - As,)] 3 0. (3.19) 
Thus from (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain 
Re(w,*b) 2 iM. (3.20) 
Examination of the two inequalities in (3.16) and (3.20) completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
The next theorem shall be proved if the following hypothesis is satisfied. 
Hypothesis. 
I arg(- Ax) I < a, I arg z I d S, f(Z) > 0 2 z = 0. 
THEOREM 3.2. If (two, v,J is an optimal solution of the dual Problem IT 
and the above Hypothesis is satisfied, then there exists z, which maximizes the 
Primal Problem I and their respective extreme values are equal. 
PROOF. We shall first show that the dual Problem II is equivalent to the 
following problem: 
Problem II’. Minimize 
g(w) = Re b*w 
subject to 
Re(w *Az) 3 f(z) for all z satisfying (2.2) (3.21) 
(3.22) I arg w I d R - (Y. 2 
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Assume that (wr , WJ is feasible for the dual Problem, then 
Also 
Iarg(A*w,-P+Dw,)Id~-- 
wul* Do, < 1 
( arg w, / < $- - 01. 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
I arg(A*wl - P + %h z(j) I G I w(A*wl - P + Wh) I + I arg w I 
<F if / arg z+) ( < & j = l,..., n. 
This shows that for all x satisfying 
I arg z I B B 
the inequality 
holds. 
Re(w,*Az - ~*.a + wl* Dz) > 0 
Use of Lemma 2.2 and (3.24) in the inequality (3.26) yields 
Re(w,*4 >, .I+) 
for all z such that 
I arg z I d B. 
This shows that the Problem II’ has the solution w = w1 . 
On the other hand assume that there exists ~5 such that 
(3.26) 
and 
for all z satisfying 
As (3.27) implies that 
Re(&%lz) >f(z) (3.27) 
I arg x I G P (3.28) 
Re[(p* + w*A) x] + (z* 0~)~‘~ > 0 
for all z satisfying (3.28), therefore results of Theorem 1 [4] may be invoked 
with A = I showing that there exists w = 4 and w = 7 satisfying (2.3), (2.4), 
and (2.5). Hence the dual Problem has a solution. 
Thus the Problem II’ has been shown to be equivalent to the dual Problem. 
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In a similar manner it can be shown that the primal Problem is equivalent 
to the Problem: 
Problem I’. Maximize 
subject to 
and 
f(z) =:= Re@*z -- (z* D.z)~‘~] 
Re(z*A*w) < g(w) for all w satisfying (2.5) 
I arg 2 I < P. 
To prove the theorem assume that (w O , z+,) is the optimal solution of the 
dual Problem. Theorem 2.2 ensures that the Primal Problem I is feasible. 
Moreover the functionsf(z) and g( w are positively homogeneous, continu- ) 
ous, and concave convex functions respectively. Hence both the assumptions 
of Eisenberg [5] for our space are satisfied. Thus an optimal solution to 
Problem I also exists and hence for Problem I a maximizing vector z. is 
obtained. Further the extreme values of the objective function of Problem I 
and II are equal. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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